WHAT HAS CBH/SAA DONE FOR ME?
A LEGISLATIVE TEAM PERSPECTIVE
CBHSAA was formed in 1943 from attending a Fish and Game Commission meeting.
Many times fellow archers will ask,” Why should I join CBH/SAA, What have they done for me? What they fail to realize is
a good majority of the current archery hunting opportunities that are here today are because of the ground work that
CBH/SAA has done over many years. These are just some of the Legislative Team actions and achievements in CBH/SAA.
We are just one part of the total program within the organization. There are a myriad of other functions for the
promotion, education and advancement of archery and bowhunting in California performed by CBH/SAA. A question for
every archer and bowhunter in California is not “what has CBH/SAA done for me?”, but “how can I best support the
organization that supports and represents me and is my voice in the promotion of my sport”?
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Petition FGC and secure the first archery only season for Deer.
Petition FGC and secure Archery Antelope and Elk seasons and tags.
Petition FGC and secure Archery Seasons for Grouse, Quail and Pheasant
Petition FGC along with other conservation groups to establish youth hunting tags and extended youth hunting
days.
Filed suit against the City of Burbank for prohibiting the use of archery equipment inside the city limits.
Petition FGC and secure language clarifying the use of expandable broadheads in California.
Worked with partner organizations to maintain hunting opportunity in the Clear Creek Watershed in Redding from
closure.
Defeated the “no bow shooting” ordinance in the City of Vallejo.
The opening of the O’Neil forebay at San Luis Reservoir to bowfishing.
Opening of Bullard’s Bar Lake to bowfishing.
Making available the International Bowhunter Education Program to archers in California.
Opening of Elkhorn Slough to bowfishing.
Opening the Yolo Wildlife Area to bowfishing.
Retaining the bowhunting opportunity within the city limits of Duarte.
Presently working toward further bowfishing opportunities throughout the state.
Petitioned FGC and secured an archery turkey hunting season.
Donating game tracking equipment to the Department of Fish and Game.
Retained the shooting of archery equipment in Contra Costa County.
Defeated the threat of no bowfishing for shark.
Worked with DFW and FGC on allowing lighted nocks.
Petition FGC to add archery pheasant season pre general season
Petition FGC to change wording in DFW lands management regulations to allow bowfishing on DFW lands that
allow fishing.

